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Abstract
In this paper, we analyzed the effect of natural local self-

boosting (NLSB) due to the down-coupling phenomenon (DCP) 
in 3dimensional (3D) NAND flash memories. The inhibited 
channel in the 3D NAND flash structure can be in the floating 
state easily because its channel is not directly connected to its 
body. The DCP phenomenon reduces the channel potential and 
it leads to have negative effects on memory operation. This is 
because the DCP is dominant with increasing triple level cell 
(TLC) and quad level cell (QLC), where the bits of the cell are 
increased. Therefore, the NLSB effect is reduced because of 
DCP and the program disturb in inhibit string is increased due 
to the decrease of channel potential.

1. Introduction
The NAND flash memory market has rapidly increased in de-

mand and supply in the 21st century due to the development of mo-
bile devices such as USB memory, digital cameras, smart phones 
and tablet PCs. As NAND flash technology shrinks, it gains greater 
size and power. However, as the devices are scale down, problems 
such as cell to cell interference (CCI) and lithography patterning are 
faced with limitations [1-4]. The main cell channel of 3D NAND 
flash memory is not connected to the body. As a result, the channel 
can be floating because the body bias should not be applied to the 
main cell's channel [5]. In order to solve this problem, a 3D NAND 
flash memory structure stacks cells in a vertical direction. Therefore, 
it has been found that a NLSB effect occurs [6]. The NLSB effect 
does not need to use the Local Boosting Scheme used in 2D NAND 
because it can achieve a sufficiently high potential even if the num-
ber of stacks increases. In addition, we examined the NLSB phe-
nomenon according to pattern and bias change in the previous re-
search [7]. However, the DCP phenomenon negatively affects the 
NLSB effect. Since the 3D NAND flash structure is different from 
the 2D NAND flash structure, understanding of the new phenome-
non in 3D NADN flash is important for obtaining high performance 
and good reliability [8]. In this paper, we analyzed the NLSB effect 
due to DCP phenomenon in detail. To analyze this phenomenon, 3D 
Technology computer-aided design (TCAD) simulation (ATLAS 
SilvacoTM) was used [9].

2. Experimental methods

Fig. 1 Simplified vertical diagram of 3D NAND flash

To do this research, we used a 3D NAND flash memory structure 
with 16 layers [5-7]. Fig. 1 is a vertical cross-sectional view. To ver-
ify the DCP phenomenon, the Program Voltage (VPGM) to the Word-
Line (WL) 8 during the read operation and applied the Pass Voltage 
(VPASS) to the other WLs. Assuming that WL7, 8, 9 threshold voltage 
(Vt) is 1 V and the other WLs have Vt having 3 V, when the read 
operation is completed and VPASS falls below 3 V, Except for WL 7, 
8 and 9, the others WL are turned off and the WL 7, 8 and 9 channels 
are changed to a floating state. Therefore, the channel bias is 
changed with WL bias. That is, the channel potential of WL7,8 and
WL9 becomes -3 V. Therefore, it can be expressed as Equation (1)
[5].

△V down−couple ≒ −Vt, neighborcells     (1)

Fig. 2 The timing Diagram of DCP and NLSB

Fig. 2 shows the timing diagram used for verification and program 
sequence. After the verification is completed, that is, in the t1 state, 
the channel potential is reduced due to the DCP effect. When VPGM

is applied from t2 to t4, the channel electrons of the adjacent cell 
move to the WL cell selected by the potential difference. At this time, 
in order to supply electrons, the 3D NAND flash structure has no N 
+ region or body contact, so that the upper cell remains off. There-
fore, the channel of the selected WL cell was localized automatically 
[6]. That is, the NLSB effect due to VPGM rise occurs only in the 
channel of the selected WL cell. Although the channel potential in-
creases due to the NLSB effect, the NLSB phenomenon is negatively
affected because the channel potential is already decreased due to 
the DCP phenomenon.
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Fig. 3 NLSB effect on DCP phenomenon according to the pattern

Fig. 3 is the analysis of the NLSB effect according to the DCP phe-
nomenon according to the various patterns seen in the previous re-
search [5]. In this case, E, P1, P2, P3 pattern means WL Vt and E = 
-1 V, P1 = 1 V, P2 = 2 V, and P3 = 3 V. The Case 1 shows that the 
DCP phenomenon differs by 1 V. However, when the channel po-
tential is checked after the NLSB effect, the difference rapidly in-
creases to 12.45 V, 9.55 V, and 7.45 V, respectively. Therefore, the 
larger the DCP phenomenon, the less NLSB effect, which has a neg-
ative effect on the channel potential, resulting in a program disturb-
ance. Therefore, it is necessary to minimize the DCP phenomenon.

  (a)

(b)

Fig. 4 (a) Channel potential at T1 (b) Channel potential at T4

In case 2-a of Fig.4 (a), the channel potential of WL8 is -1 V. These
turns off when the lower cell (WL6 ~ 0) is at 3 V, but turns off when 
the upper cell (WL10 ~ 15) is at 1 V. Therefore, when the voltage is 
less than 1 V, both adjacent cells of the WL8 are turned off to be in 
a floating state, and the channel bias changes along with the WL bias.
Case 2-b is different from case 2-a, and the upper cell is turned off 
when the voltage is less than 2 V. Therefore, when the voltage is less 
than 2 V, both adjacent cells of the WL8 are floated, and the channel 
bias changes with the WL bias, so that the channel potential of the 
WL8 becomes -2 V. Therefore, it can be expressed as Equation (2).

Vt, neighborcellsn-1 < Vt, neighborcellsn+1

△V down−couple ≒ −Vt, neighborcellsn-1   (2)

Case 2-c shows that the DCP phenomenon occurs in two adjacent 
cells. WLs other than WL6 and WL10 are E patterns, but WL6 and 
10 are P3 patterns, so they turn off when they become 3 V or less. 
Therefore, WL7, WL8, and WL9 become a floating state, and the 
WL bias also changes due to the channel bias. At this time, the chan-
nel potential of the WL8 is higher than -3 V because of the charge 
sharing effect. Fig. 4 (b) shows the channel potential after the NLSB 
effect. This shows that the channel potentials are 12.3 V, 9.7 V, and 
8.5 V, respectively and the NLSB effect is reduced due to the DCP 
phenomenon even though the same voltage is applied.

3. Conclusions
In this paper, we investigated analysis of NLSB effect ue to the 

DCP in 3D NAND flash memory. It is confirmed that the DCP phe-
nomenon is determined by the Vt of the adjacent cell irrespective of 
the cell Vt. Although we observed DCP phenomenon in one cell, we 
observed that the channel potential slightly increases due to the 
charge sharing effect, but it is difficult to say that the channel poten-
tial of the other WLs is reduced to the contrary, which is a good 
phenomenon. That is, regardless of the other cells, the DCP phenom-
enon increases as the Vt of the adjacent cell increases. This reduces 
the NLSB effect and reduces the channel potential during program 
operation, resulting in program disturb. DCP phenomenon increases 
because Vt increases with TLC and QLC. Therefore, it is important 
to reduce the DCP phenomenon in order to maximize the NLSB ef-
fect and reduce the program disturb.
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